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Abstract
Objective—The purpose of this study was to evaluate ICU nurses’ ability to detect patient
change using an integrated graphical information display (IGID) versus a conventional tabular
ICU patient information display (i.e. electronic chart).

Design—Using participants from two different sites, we conducted a repeated measures
simulator-based experiment to assess ICU nurses’ ability to detect abnormal patient variables
using a novel IGID versus a conventional tabular information display. Patient scenarios and
display presentations were fully counterbalanced.
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Measurements—We measured percent correct detection of abnormal patient variables, nurses’
perceived workload (NASA-TLX), and display usability ratings.

Results—32 ICU nurses (87% female, median age of 29 years, and median ICU experience of
2.5 years) using the IGID detected more abnormal variables compared to the tabular display [F
(1,119)=13.0, p < 0.05]. There was a significant main effect of site [F (1, 119)=14.2], with
development site participants doing better. There were no significant differences in nurses’
perceived workload. The IGID display was rated as more usable than the conventional display, [F
(1, 60)=31.7].

Conclusion—Overall, nurses reported more important physiological information with the novel
IGID than tabular display. Moreover, the finding of site differences may reflect local influences in
work practice and involvement in iterative display design methodology. Information displays
developed using user-centered design should accommodate the full diversity of the intended user
population across use sites.
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medical informatics; human engineering; man-machine systems; intensive care

II. INTRODUCTION
The nature of health care delivery is changing. In the future, prevention-oriented care will
keep patients out of hospitals and many patients currently in hospitals will instead be treated
in short-stay community settings (1). Hospitalized patients are likely to be more complex
and more susceptible to complications. In this context, effective, high-quality care will
depend on rapid and accurate detection of clinical cues of possible complications or adverse
events. Patient information that is integrated and presented in an electronic system, so as to
facilitate practitioners’ ability to identify potentially adverse shifts and patterns may
decrease the risk of complications. The purpose of this study was to test the effects of a
trending system using an integrated graphical information display (IGID) that logically
organized disparate patient information along a time-line in a single contextual graphic
display.

Information display format can influence practitioners’ ability to identify potentially adverse
changes in physiological data (2). Ash et al found that medical displays are often
incompatible with practitioners’ workflow and unnecessarily fragment patient information
(3). Information is often spread across multiple tabs and locations that require piecemeal
information search and acquisition. This may confound practitioners’ ability to detect
evolving changes, make it more difficult to attain a holistic view of a patient’s state, lead to
care inefficiencies, and frustrate clinicians.

Miller, Scheinkestel and Steele found that displays that integrated patient information in
physiologically meaningful ways better supported ICU nurses’ ability to detect changed
parameters (4). Their prototype was based on the following three design goals: 1) grouping
related parameters together and separating unrelated parameters; 2) showing cause-and-
effect relationships (e.g. showing percentage of inspired oxygen next to oxygen saturation)
and 3) presenting patient data in the context of treatment goals (e.g. desired blood pressure
ranges).

Concurrently, others on the research team developed integrated graphic displays for
anesthesiologists (2, 5–8). The design goals were decreased response time, improved
situation awareness, and better adverse event detection in anesthetized patients. In a scenario
involving heavy fluid loss, anesthesiologists responded faster when using the integrated
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graphic display than a traditional waveform display (5). In contrast, there were no
differences between displays in a transfusion reaction scenario. Thus, there is ample
evidence that properly designed, contextually relevant integrated graphical displays could be
beneficial in a range of acute care environment (9, 10).

Intensive care unit (ICU) patients are usually dependent upon life-sustaining supportive
therapy. In this environment, nurses’ ability to detect and assess changing patient states is a
first-line of defense against deteriorating condition or adverse events. In addition to their
many other care responsibilities (medication administration, etc), nurses monitor patients’
physiologic states and communicate any concerns to physicians and other healthcare
providers. ICU patients may deteriorate rapidly (even suddenly) or very slowly over time
(days). Both situations are critical to detect and accurately diagnose so that timely treatment
can be administered.

In the present study, we compared interactive prototypes of an IGID with a more
conventional tabular display to examine ICU nurses’ ability to communicate identified
abnormal patient parameters. We additionally wanted to ensure that the effects were
equivalent across study sites.

The study was designed to test the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: Nurses using the IGID will detect and communicate to a physician
(confederate) more abnormal patient physiological states than when using the tabular
(control) display.

Hypothesis 2: Nurses using the IGID will report lower psychological workload than
when using the tabular display.

Hypothesis 3: Nurses using the IGID will be more satisfied than when using the tabular
display.

III. METHOD
A. Context

The study was undertaken at two different academic medical centers. The site profiles are
shown in Table 1.

B. Participants
Following IRB approval at both hospital sites, 32 volunteer ICU nurses (16 at each site)
responded to email and flyer-based calls for participation. All participants were screened and
excluded from participation if they had previously participated in any of the graphical
display design and feedback sessions. Of the 16 nurses at Site A, 12 were female and all had
up to 3 years of ICU work experience. Of the 16 nurses at Site B, 14 were female and 11 had
up to 3 years ICU work experience. This group was initially selected so that expertise bias
associated with diagnosing critical ICU events would be minimized. Due to a paucity of ICU
nurses with 3 years or less experience at Site B, 5 additional nurses with between 3.5 and 18
years of experience were accepted as study participants, as a result of this our analysis
controlled for experience.

C. Materials
Materials used to test our hypothesis included two patient scenarios with a set of Delphi
scores, two patient data displays, the NASA-TLX and a pre-/post-test usability survey. Each
of these materials is described below.
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1. Design of ICU Displays—The graphic display design was based on the extensive
display design experience of the team, literature evidence, and clinician input. The final
IGID incorporated both trended patient information as well as patient state configural
information displays (5). The display design addressed three themes identified during the
research phase: display all relevant patient information on one screen; Highlight patient
specific trending information so that a care provider could assess overall patient status and
trajectory; and organize the information based on variables associated with a system rather
than a measurement or testing device. We employed user-centered design (11, 12) with
iterative user feedback cycles as described previously (5–8). Clinician input and the majority
of design tradeoff decisions occurred at Site A where the development team was located.

As can be seen in Figure 2, all patient information, including medication administration,
events and vital signs, was grouped functionally in panels that could be expanded or
contracted at the users’ discretion. This approach is novel in that it allows the user to
coordinate relevant information across time. Traditional displays often display this
information in a number of windows, thus relying on the user to cognitively integrate this
information. Any variable that was beyond the target or goal range was highlighted in red
based on accepted ‘normal ranges.’ However, clinicians could change these thresholds
depending on the patient’s disease trajectory and clinical objectives (4). When contracted,
the names and current values of the variables were visible and out-of-range variables
highlighted on the group bar. At the top of the display, a scalable timeline allowed clinicians
to move their focus of attention and ‘zoom in’ on specific data points or ‘zoom out’ to see
extended timeframes.

At the bottom of the display, two configural graphic elements portrayed an integrated
collection of cardiovascular variables and arterial blood gas (ABG) variables. The
cardiovascular graphic was previously designed and tested (5, 6). The ABG graphic was
developed using the same UCD techniques specifically for this study.

The study sites used different commercial electronic ICU charting systems that reflected
former tabular-numeric paper-chart designs. Thus, to have a standard comparative display,
we developed a generic emulation of these traditional tabular-numeric systems for our
control condition. For this interface, patient data were displayed as a table of numerals. The
display had four screens that participant’s viewed to obtain patient information such as vital
signs, fluid inputs and outputs, procedures, and drugs. As shown in Figure 2, the vitals tab
contained information about various lab test results, vital signs, and ventilator setting
variables. The inputs (ins) and outputs (outs) tab showed the patient’s fluid balance over
time, the procedures tab indicated all patient procedures, and the medications tab showed the
type, dose, time, and who administered any medications. Both displays always contained the
same clinical data for the scenario being presented, which included all of the relevant
information to achieve a perfect performance score.

2. Patient scenarios and Delphi scores—Domain experts (MB, AM, AD) developed
three patient scenarios: one for training and two for testing based upon relevance to the ICU
environment. The training scenario involved two parts each with a different pathology:
failed weaning trial resulting in respiratory acidosis followed by renal failure. The test
scenarios also had two parts with different pathologies. Each part contained three segments
of the developing pathology over time for a total of six segments in each test scenario. An
initial written patient history complemented the ICU patient data shown in the display.
These data changed over time to match the pathology’s physiologic changes depending on
which segment was being presented and included physician orders. The patient in the first
test scenario developed sepsis over the first three segments and abdominal compartment
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syndrome over the last three. The second patient’s pathology included septic shock from
bowel perforation, followed by a transfusion reaction.

Scoring metrics for each scenario segment were developed independently using the modified
Delphi process (13, 14) by a team of six Site A domain experts (i.e., 2 ICU physicians, and 4
critical care nurses) and one Site B ICU physician. The patient data in each scenario
segment were reviewed separately by the experts who then rated each item on a 5-point
Likert scale, (15) where 0 represented ‘this parameter is not a critical indicator’ and 5
represented ‘this parameter is a critical indicator that should be communicated by a nurse to
a physician’. The experts were also encouraged to add new items to the list. Prior to each
iteration experts were provided a summary of the mean and median ratings from the
previous iteration. The experts’ scores converged after three survey iterations and this
became the consensus checklist of information that should be communicated by a nurse to a
physician for each scenario segment.

For example, a scenario where the patient was presenting with sepsis, the domain experts
rated urine output low as 5, which was included in the scoring metric. Conversely, in this
instance, experts rated blood pressure as 0, thus it was excluded from the scoring metric.
The scoring metric for each part of the scenario contained between 13 and 32 pieces of
patient information deemed critical to communicate. The performance score was the
proportion of items reported by the nurse to the physician.

3. NASA-Task Load Index—The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Task Load Index (TLX) is the most widely used multidimensional scale to assess
subjective workload across a variety of domains and activities (16). More recently, it has
been used to assess workload associated with user interface designs (5, 17). The NASA-
TLX consists of 6 subscales weighted on their individual significance for each participant:
mental, physical, and temporal demands, frustration, performance, and effort. We
administered the NASA-TLX after each scenario. The resulting data were analyzed in the
standard manner as described by Hart and Staveland (16).

4. Pre- & Post-Test Survey—The 21 item pre-test survey consisted of a 7-point Likert-
type scale rating for each statement and three open-ended questions about the current
electronic charting systems in the ICU where a participant worked. The survey consisted of
statements that addressed ease of use, usefulness, satisfaction, and support of situation
understanding (Table 2). Usefulness statements assessed display navigation and
functionality, while ease of use statements explored user’s perceived ease of understanding
and interpretation of the information. Satisfaction statements assessed nurses’ likely use in
actual patient care and situation understanding statements assessed the display’s ability to
present information that is easily integrated and understood. The post-test survey was
identical to the pre-test survey with the addition of four configural graphics questions.

D. Study design/Procedure
Each participant was tested individually in a single session that lasted from one hour and
forty-five minutes to three hours. Participants first completed informed consent, a basic
demographic questionnaire, the pre-test survey, and the NASA-TLX weighting component.
The participant used a desktop computer that presented each interface and was provided
with a telephone. All participants were audio recorded during the session.

Participants were trained on the components of each display culminating in a knowledge
demonstration test and practice scenario in which each display was used. For the practice
scenario, participants were instructed to review the patient’s displayed data and to use the
telephone to initiate communication with the patient’s physician as soon as a reason to call
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became apparent. The practice scenario included use of both displays. The presentation of
the displays and scenarios were counterbalanced across all participants to minimize learning
and order effects.

After training, the participants were presented with a brief patient description, including
chief complaint, prior history, pertinent findings, and medications. Participant questions
were answered before proceeding to the first test scenario. The participants used the display
to explore the patient’s data, and initiated a phone call to the confederate clinician whenever,
in their clinical assessment, the situation required. If no call was initiated by the nurse within
two minutes, the physician would call requesting a patient update. A scenario-specific
checklist was used to score the content of the nurse’s verbal report. Once the participant had
given the report, the phone call ended and a word search distracter task was completed for
two minutes prior to beginning the next segment of the scenario. Each scenario had two
parts as described above, which were included in the analyses.

After the first patient scenario was completed, the participant completed a NASA-TLX and
the post-test survey. The second scenario used the same procedure with the other display.

E. Data analysis
To minimize the Delphi performance scoring differences, raters from both sites met to
analyze all of the participants’ conversations using the previously developed scenario-
specific scoring checklists. Reviewers were blinded to the extent possible as to display
condition. Differences in scoring between reviewers were resolved by consensus.

The experimental design of the performance scores for this study was a within-subject
comparison of display type (IGID and tabular) and between-subject comparison of location
site (Site A and Site B). Each of the two test scenarios was divided into two tasks, because
each part presented a different pathology, set of reportable patient issues and performance
data points. Thus, for every participant there were 2 performance data points for each
display. A two-factor analysis of co-variance (ANCOVA) test was used to analyze the
performance scores, which controlled for participant experience and test scenario. The
dependent variable was the percent correct on the Delphi score.

We conducted a two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) for display type and site
differences on the NASA-TLX rating score. Traditionally, responses to a single Likert-type
item are treated as ordinal data in which case a non-parametric test is appropriate; however,
summed responses are often treated as interval data to measure variablility. Thus, the total
and grouped usability questions were analyzed using two-factor ANOVA with display
condition and site as the independent variables and the dependent variable was the sum of
several 7-point Likert item responses. All data were analyzed using SPSS 19. Using a
Bonferroni correction for family-wise error (20), was defined as a P value of less than
0.0167 (two-tailed test).

III. RESULTS
Demographics

A total of 32 ICU nurses from two sites participated in this study. 87% of the participants
were female with a median age of 29 years (range 21–52). The median ICU nursing
experience was 2.5 years (mean 3.2 years). The majority of the ICU nurses worked in a
medical ICU (68.8%), but included surgical (6.2%), cardiovascular (9.4%), burn (9.4%), and
other (6.2%). 14 participants at Site A routinely used ICU EHR software from CERNER,
while 17 at Site B used McKesson Horizon Expert Documentation system (HED). One
participant used neither documentation system.
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Delphi
There was significantly better performance (Figure 3) using the graphic display (μ=52.2%)
compared to the tabular display (μ=45.6%) [F (1,119)=13.0, p < 0.0167, used for all
analyses]. Further, there was a significant main effect of site [F (1, 119)=14.2] in which Site
A (μ=53.6%) performed better than Site B (μ= 44.1%).

Moreover, there was a significant site-by-display type interaction [F (1, 119)=6.4]. While
the two sites’ participants did not differ in their performance when using the tabular display
[F (1, 61)=1.4], Site A performance was much better in the graphic condition [Site A 59.2%
± 10.1 versus Site B 45.1%±12.1, F (1, 61)=16.8]. A condition-by-scenario ANCOVA
controlling for experience confirmed the results of the primary analysis with a significant
difference between display conditions at Site A [F (1, 59)=20.7] but not Site B.

Workload
Workload was measured using the composite score of the weighted NASA-TLX where a
lower score corresponded to lower perceived workload. The workload score reported by
participants for the display they currently used in their ICU was μ = 59.0±13.5. After the
scenario using the IGID, workload was μ=52.8±14.4, while workload reported after using
the tabular display was μ=56.5±12.7. There were no statistically significant differences of
the site, display condition or an interaction effect.

Usability Survey
Overall, the IGID was rated significantly higher for its usability (μ=6.0±0.5) than the
display they currently used in practice [μ= 5.0±0.9, F (1, 60)=31.7, p<0.0167]. There were
no differences in usability ratings by site nor a site-by-display interaction. Each sub-group of
the usability survey, rather than individual item was further analyzed using a paired t-test.
As can be seen in Figure 4 the usability questionnaire sub-groups were all rated significantly
higher in the IGID display than the current display [Usefulness, t(62)=4.9, p<0.0167; Ease
of use, t(62)=3.3, p<0.0167; Satisfaction, t(62)=2.8, p<0.0167; Situation understanding,
t(62)=7.6, p<0.0167].

IV. DISCUSSION
In this study, we employed an iterative UCD technique to develop an integrated graphical
trending display intended to better support ICU nurses’ ability to synthesize information
about patients’ evolving clinical conditions. The overall results supported our hypothesis
that ICU nurse participant’s performance was better using the IGID. However, there was a
site difference with the nurses performing much better at Site A. All study participants
subjectively preferred the graphic display; however, their perceived workload was similar
using either display. These findings have implications for the generalizability of user
interface designs optimized for use at one clinical site as well as the conduct and
interpretation of clinical usability tests with both functional (e.g., correct diagnosis) and
subjective metrics (e.g., preference surveys).

These results are similar to previous clinical studies evaluating integrated displays (5–8, 21).
A recent systematic review of other novel graphic displays found that in most studies the
detection of adverse events improved as did clinical decision or diagnosis accuracy (22).
Display designs of pulmonary, hemodynamic, and integrated anesthesia variables have
shown significantly improved accuracy and/or speed of performance. While prior studies
examined performance with brief clinical “snapshots”, the present study allowed ICU nurses
to evaluate an evolving patient event that occurred over several hours and measured
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performance not by event recognition, but in what physiological data were deemed
meaningful to report to confederate physicians.

Interestingly, nurses from Site A performed significantly better using the IGID than at Site
B. This may be due to a number of factors (see Table 3), indicating that further study is
needed. One contributing factor may be that Site A provided more feedback during the UCD
resulting in a system that reflected local preferences. This may have had a disproportionate
effect that favored performance at Site A more than at Site B. Additionally, this finding
seems similar to the findings of a literature review on clinical decision support systems that
suggests those systems where an author was involved in the development resulted in
improved performance when compared with those where the development had been
independent (20).

The IGID was designed for flexibility and configurability which allowed for a multitude of
information arrangements to fit with different clinicians and site needs. The default
functional groupings of the physiological variables were based initially on Miller et al (4)
but were modified in some cases based on Site A clinical user preferences. For example,
mean arterial pressure (MAP) was positioned between systolic and diastolic blood pressures,
but local preference placed it beneath the diastolic. These rearrangements based on local
preferences may have had an effect on performance at the other site. Although the ICU
nurses level of experience was controlled as a covariate in our analysis, environmental
characteristics like training and use of standardized handover frameworks (e.g. SBAR), and
attributes of currently used electronic health records (which were different in each site) may
have contributed to site differences. The table below summarizes the potential reasons for
the site differences.

The results may under-estimate overall performance. Our intention was to standardize the
experimental context as much as possible across the sites. Rather than compare performance
using the IGID against the different local information systems, we constructed a
comparative system that was a hybrid of both local displays that was an unfamiliar to all
participants thus eliminated any training effects of display use. While this improved the
fairness of the comparison, participants had to learn both displays. As a result, the highest
mean performance was less than 60% correct. This low performance may have been a result
of the experimental study context, while the use of clinical scenarios contributed to a more
realistic test setting, the actual context of being in the ICU, having a real patient, other ICU
tasks, and additional technology use may affect. Another potential reason for low
performance scores may be reflective of the current communication between nurses and
physicians in the ICU. Previous studies have pointed to poor communication resulting in
less than optimal patient care. (3, 21). Finally, prior team training in these environments may
have led the nurse to communicate the least amount of required information to incite the
physician to action (e.g. go to the ICU). Future studies should include more contextually
based performance tests, with use in the actual ICU or with high-fidelity simulation.

There are several limitations to the current study. The evaluation did not study IGID use in
nurses’ actual work in a realistic environment. In a clinical environment providers would
have access to far more information from the actual patient, colleagues and other sources of
documentation. While every attempt was made to make the IGID a central repository of all
patient related information, further study is needed to see how this approach may be
clinically significant within the clinical environment and integrate with other ICU
technologies (e.g. bedside monitors), which was not the purpose of this study.

This study presents implications related to health information technology design and
evaluation. A multi-site iterative development process with substantial contributions from
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diverse sites may yield more generalizable results. The general interface components (e.g.,
functional groupings) of a display may be universal, but other components (e.g., labeling
and listing conventions, the grouping of variables that overlap physiological systems) may
be site or type of site specific. Therefore, system developers may want to allow for
flexibility and configurability based upon site needs and clinician expertise and job function.

While user perceptions and other subjective data has clear value, our results suggest the need
for caution in their interpretation. Participants consistently preferred the graphical display in
the absence of feedback about their performance in the simulated studies. We do not know
how performance feedback would have affected survey responses. In real-world
environments, users receive direct and indirect performance feedback, when using
technology, and this can effect their perceptions, acceptance, and adoption. More research
on this topic is warranted.

Sanderson has suggested that there is insufficient data about how integrated displays affects
clinicians’ mental workload (10). In a recent meta-analysis of evaluations of physiological
monitoring displays, less than half of the studies using the NASA-TLX revealed significant
differences between displays (22). Alternative methods for measuring cognitive load and
stress may need to be applied in information perception and processing studies.

V. CONCLUSION
This study suggests that an ICU patient information display using a graphic user interface
improved nurse performance when compared to a tabular display. However, the finding of a
site performance difference raises questions that necessitate further study with guided
hypotheses. These include the effects of local influences on design evaluation, information
system usage and generalizability. The data suggest the need for additional healthcare data
display testing with diverse users and in diverse locations. Formal usability testing in
simulated clinical settings can be expected to provide key insights into the design of
electronic health records and other HIT. There are several limitations to the current study.
These include the use of a simulated environment, representative cases and a composite
control system. The results present nursing performance data using the interface in a non-
ICU setting, and thus cannot necessarily be extrapolated to other practitioners, as well as
performance in actual clinical settings where HIT use must be integrated into patient care
processes. Additionally, the tabular display might not be analogous to the nurse’s current
tabular display and as such not indicative of actual performance. These data suggest that one
size may not fit all, and that medical information system developers should build in
configurability and flexibility to allow for local preferences.
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Research Highlights

• Nurses found the integrated graphical display more usable than their current
hospital system.

• Performance improved using the graphical display only at the primary design
institution.

• Medical information displays optimized for use at one clinical site may not be as
favorable for other clinical sites.

• Health information technology needs to be flexible and configurable to meet
local design constraints.
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Summary points

What was already known on the topic:

• High-quality ICU patient care depends in part on the rapid and accurate
detection of clinical cues revealing possible complications or adverse events.

• Current medical displays are often incompatible with practitioners’ workflow
and fragment patient information; thus limiting a practitioners’ ability to detect
evolving changes, and create care inefficiencies and frustrate clinicians.

• New integrated information display systems have the potential to decrease
detection times, increase efficiency, improve situation awareness, and lead to
better adverse event detection.

What this study added to our knowledge:

• Nurse expressed greater usability ranking, reported no difference in workload,
and at the primary design institution performance improved using an integrated
graphical display.

• Medical information displays that have been optimized for use at one clinical
site may not be optimal for other clinical sites.

• Health information technology should be flexible and configurable enough to
conform to local preferences and conventions, while maintaining any universal
components.
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Figure 1.
Graphical display that contains trending and configural display information
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Figure 2.
Vital sign information in the tabular display
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Figure 3.
Boxplots representing median, quartiles, minimum and maximum of Delphi performance
score percentage for each location using the tabular and IGID displays (* significant at
p<0.0167)
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Figure 4.
Mean scores for each dimension of the usability survey for the current in practice display as
compared to the IGID display, with mean standard error shown by error bars (all are
significant at p<0.0167)
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Table 1

Study site profile

Site A Site B

General profile University teaching hospital Major metropolitan and regional not-for profit
university teaching hospital

Geographical location North-western United States Southern-central United States

Number of ICU beds Surgical 20
Medical 12
Burn 12
Neurological 18

Surgical 21
Medical 26
Trauma 31
Burn 25
Neurological 22
Cardio-vascular 27

Average length of patient stay (in
days)

Surgical: 3.68
Medical: 3.1
Burn: 12.5
Neurological: 3.4

Surgical: 5.1
Medical: 4.3
Trauma: 6.1
Burn: 5.7
Neurological: 5.1
Cardio-vascular: 4.3

Average number of nurses a day
per unit

Surgical: 20
Medical: 12
Burn: 12
Neurological: 20

Surgical: 17
Medical: 19
Trauma: 16
Burn: 11
Neurological: 14
Cardio-vascular: 16

Type of ICU medical decision
making

Surgical: open with intensivist led ICU team
Medical: closed, intensivist led
Burn: closed
Neurological: open, partial intensivist
coverage

Surgical: closed
Medical: closed
Trauma: closed
Burn: closed
Neurological: closed
Cardio-Vascular: open, partial intensivist coverage

Local clinician involvement in UI
design & development

Iterative UCD involvement, Delphi scoring of
evaluation criteria

Limited to one round of Delphi scoring only
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Table 2

Usability survey statements and sub-groupings*

Grouping Statement

Usefulness The display contains information that would be useful to me. ¢

The display supports my decision-making. ¢

Standard medical language is used throughout the display. ¢

The display presents information in a meaningful way. ‡

I use the information on the display to inform my thinking about the patient’s situation. ¢

Ease of Use The display is easy to understand.‡

The organization of the information on the display makes sense to me.‡

90% of the people I work with can use this display the first time they try it.
I am frustrated when using this display.‡

With training, most of the people I work with are able to use this display effectively. ¢

Satisfaction I resist using this display in the ICU.
I recommend that other people in my unit use this display.
I would use the new display in addition to my current equipment.
This display is flexible enough to help me do my job.‡

I think this display is an improvement on the current display.
I am enthusiastic about using this display.‡

Situation I can see drugs in the context of other patient variables.

Understanding When using the display, I am able to develop a complete picture of the patient’s situation.
The relationship between cause and effect is apparent when using the display.

Graphics The graphic representation of trended data is useful.
Seeing the variables together on a timeline helps me understand what is occurring.
The ABG graphic improves my understanding of the patient’s state.
The cardiovascular graphic improves my understanding of the patient’s state.

*
Adapted from common usability questionnaires (18, 19) with additional questions focused on situation understanding and display specific

elements.
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Table 3

Possible reasons for the apparent site differences

Possible Reasons for Site Differences Comments

Sampling bias. Participants were motivated volunteers who were paid for their time. The samples may not have
been representative of the populations of all nurses at the sites.

Differences in conduct of the study. Less likely since both sites adhered to a script and study conduct uniformity was confirmed
during scoring.

Differences in application of scoring
criteria.

Unlikely since all data were scored collectively in a uniform manner by the research team.

Differences in the typical electronic chart
(display) used at the two sites.

The two sites used different commercial ICU EHR systems. There may have been more positive
(or negative) transfer of training at one site to either of the displays. However, the graphic
display was novel and the tabular display was an intentional hybrid of the two commercial
systems.

Differences in participant background or
demographics.

Site B nurses had somewhat more clinical experience but this was included as a covariate in the
statistical analysis.

Differences in nurses’ clinical practices,
customs, and preferences.

Site B nurses had been trained in the use of SBAR-based structured event reporting to
physicians.

Use of Site A as primary source of clinician
input during graphic display design.

The graphic display design may have been over-optimized for the display use practices and
preferences of ICU nurse users at Site A.
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